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III

It came to pass that Job did grow older, despite his many afflic-
tions, and he did graduate for he cursed not the Institute nor
did he transfer, but he discovered a new method for micro-
wave encryption. Thus did Job ascend from graduate school to
post-doc, and even unto professor.

And it came to pass, that the

Gray One '54 waxed old and
waned on as president. So the
Corporation and the faculty
oped to appoint for the Gray One
54 a chancellor. For even when the
Wheezner was enthroned supreme in Technology was the
Gray One '54 chancellor. And lo, the chancellor, named second only to the Gray One '54, was
called Job, yes even our hero.

Thus did Job ascend to the ranks of great ones, as his reward
for not cursing the Institute and

transferring.

Then as the Gray One '54 passed on into the state of being
as an Institute professor emeritus, the Corporation and the fac-
culty did make his chancellor, even Job, to be enthroned in all of
the Gray One's '54 former glo-

ry.

IV

There did J. S. Sauron, lift up
my eyes again, and I saw before me all of the vice presidents and
Institute professors going to and
fro singing the praises unto the

Constantinoplgus saying, "Have thou considered my faithful stu-
dent Jonah? . . ."

Editor's note: Stuart C. Atlow '83 is a graduate student at Bran-
deis University.
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